Purpose: Joint design of minimum duration RF pulses and slice-selective gradient shapes for MRI via time optimal control with strict physical constraints, and its application to simultaneous multislice imaging.
| I NT ROD UCTI ON
Simultaneous Multislice (SMS) imaging acquires the information of different slices simultaneously to reduce the overall acquisition time and is an emerging imaging technique with various applications such as multi-directional diffusion tensor imaging, 1 short echo time (TE) functional imaging 2 and clinically important turbo spin echo (TSE) based sequences. 3 Contrary to pure in-plane accelerated parallel imaging, SMS acceleration in slice direction acquires signal for every extra slice measured and has only a minimal signal-to-noise penalty. 4 Recently, the application of Wave-CAIPI, 5 originally proposed for 3D encoding, to SMS imaging allowed an increase in the number of simultaneous slices, called the multiband (MB) factor, to 13 without major g-factor penalties. 3 On the other hand, SMS refocusing pulses with a low MB factor but a good refocusing profile are beneficial for high resolution diffusion imaging. [6] [7] [8] However, SMS imaging requires RF pulses that simultaneously excite or refocus slices, which typically result in RF *Armin Rund and Christoph Stefan Aigner contributed equally to this work. amplitudes and power which are too high, or in very long pulse durations. 4 Historically, the first SMS RF pulse design method is based on a superposition of frequency shifted subpulses. 9 To overcome the limitation of a linear scaling of the B 1 peak amplitude and overall RF power with the MB factor, 4 ,10 different groups proposed design methods via phase modulation, 11 time shifted superposition, 12 root-flipping 6 and use of the wavelet domain. 13 After the pulse design, additional B 1 and power reduction can be achieved by applying variable-rate selective excitation (VERSE). [14] [15] [16] However, high MB factors lead to a strong oscillation of the RF amplitude and a direct VERSE application might require additional smoothing of the otherwise too rapidly changing gradient waveform, which was resolved by applying VERSE on the overall RF pulse envelope. 17 Alternatively, an inherent power reduction in the pulse design is possible using the power independent number of slices (PINS) 18 method that utilizes periodic excitation patterns, with the limitation that a low time-bandwidth product (TBP) is generally used in order to avoid long pulse durations. The combination of PINS pulses with conventional SMS pulses, MultiPINS, 19 combines both approaches to reduce the overall pulse duration and increase the bandwidth of PINS pulses. In addition, SMS RF pulses can also be designed by optimal control methods. Optimal Control has proven to be successful in NMR and MRI to design accurate excitation profiles based on different models such as the Liouville-von Neumann equation, [20] [21] [22] the Bloch equations, [23] [24] [25] [26] or the Bloch spin-domain model. 27 To encourage researchers to focus on new methods that compute short SMS pulses with a low B 1 peak and SAR, while achieving accurate excitation/refocusing profiles, SMS pulse design was chosen to be the topic of the 2015 ISMRM challenge 28 (October 2015 to May 2016, http://challenge.
ismrm.org/node/71). The method described in this paper was developed and applied in its SMS design subchallenge. In our preceding work, 29, 30 we introduced an optimal control method for RF pulse design subject to different equality and inequality constraints using a fixed time horizon. In contrast, we present here a new time optimal control modeling for designing RF pulses with minimum duration under technical constraints. Due to the free terminal time, the solution of time optimal control problems 31 is algorithmically involved and different methods are needed. We introduce a new bilevel method with time grid adaption and warm-start algorithms. Moreover, globalization plays a central role, since both the free terminal time and the bilinear Bloch equation lead to a nonconvex optimization problem. Here, we introduce new heuristics for finding a near global optimizer. The optimization method is tested on 31 SMS refocusing examples. The numerical results are validated by experimental phantom measurements on a 3T MR system.
| THE ORY
In the following, refocusing in minimum time is posed as a time optimal control problem with inequality constraints for slice profile fidelity and MR hardware restrictions. The constraints were inspired by the ISMRM Challenge. 28 
| Optimal control framework
We jointly optimize for the time horizon/pulse duration T, as well as the RF pulse and slice-selective gradient (Gs) slew rate values at each time sample. Applying an equidistant time grid t m 5ms; m50; . . . ; N t with step size s5T=N t , the RF pulse is described as B 1;m 5r m exp ði# m Þ with amplitude r m , phase # m and the imaginary unit i. The Gs amplitude G m is given via the slew rate s m as
with given boundary conditions G 1 ; G N t . The Bloch equation is solved exactly in the spin-domain, see Refs. 32 and 33, neglecting relaxation effects, which is reasonable for short T. The evolution of the magnetization is described by the complex-valued Cayley-Klein parameters
for m51; . . . ; N t with a 0 51; b 0 50, the gyromagnetic ratio g, and coefficients
Therein, the spatial point z covers the field of view (FOV) X which is discretized equidistantly as z j ; j51; . . . ; N z with the spatial resolution d. X is separated into the in-slice domain X in 5 [ N MB l51 S l containing the interior S l of each of the N MB slices, the out-of-slice domain X out , and a free transition region in between. For refocusing in minimum time, we optimize the control x5ðr 1 ; . . . ; r N t , # 1 ; . . . ; # N t ; s 1 ; . . . ; s N t 22 Þ and the pulse duration T in order to min T>0;x T subject to Equation 1;
Equation 2 for z5z j ; j51; . . . ; N z ; (4)
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The inequalities model the slice profile accuracy in magnitude and phase, amplitude and SAR constraints. In Equation 5 the slice profile is prescribed with a tolerance e > 0 (that may depend on the spatial location) around a perfect refocusing. Here, ideal crusher gradients are assumed to completely dephase the free induction decay produced by the refocusing pulse. 33, 34 This optimization problem is a pure time optimal control problem with control and state constraints. Such problems tend to possess bang-bang solutions, where the control constraint is active all the time but the value jumps between the upper and lower bound, see for example Ref. 31 . To approximate such optimal controls reliably we suggest an L 2 -regularization of the controls with parameters a; f>0. Furthermore, pointwise state-constrained optimal control problems are known to be involved since the Lagrange multiplier is irregular which leads to a decrease of the convergence speed and accuracy of numerical solution methods, see for example Ref. 35 . To reduce these effects we apply the L p -penalization of the state constraints from Ref. 29 and drive the exponent p ! 1 in a homotopy loop as we approach the optimizer. Therefore, we define the penalized objective
with even number p and parameters l out ; l in ; l p ; l w ; l T >0. a is automatically adapted to fulfill the SAR constraint Equation 9 , f is decreased as the optimizer is approached. This penalized objective has to be minimized subject to Equations 1, 2, 9, and the pointwise control constraints Equation 7. For a fixed T this problem can be solved with established methods of numerical optimal control. We apply the trust-region semismooth quasi-Newton method from Ref. 29 , which features robustness and adjoint-based exact discrete derivatives. It also handles the automatic adaption of the penalty parameters l out ; l in ; l p ; l w ; l T . However, we still have to take care of the free terminal time T.
| Bilevel method for time optimal control
Time-optimal control problems can be solved by different approaches. In our approach, the control x and T are separated in a bilevel method, where T is kept fixed in the lower level problem. Alternatively, both can be treated at once using time transformations, see for example Ref. 36 . For the Bloch equation on equidistant time grids, numerical studies showed that a bilevel method prevails, since it facilitates keeping a good slice profile pattern after a time reduction. Furthermore, it offers more flexibility in the time reduction, which is exploited for finding an improved minimizer. The bilevel method is initialized using an existing method for SMS pulse design, for example, conventional superposition, 9 phase scrambling, 11 root-flipped pulses, 6 PINS 18 or MultiPINS. 19 Then, we alternately reduce the terminal time (upper level) and fulfill the constraints (lower level). For the former we keep the time step constant and reduce the terminal time by deleting one time point. The latter is done by minimization of the penalized objective Equation 10 for a fixed T using the trust-region semismooth quasi-Newton method of Ref. 29 with the following changes. First, we do not fully iterate until a relative or absolute stopping criteria is fulfilled, but terminate as soon as we have found an admissible solution to Equations 5-9. Second, p is not changed during the course of the semismooth quasiNewton method, but altered in the upper level of the bilevel method in order to have a monotonicity of p toward the optimum. Sometimes in the alternation of lower and upper level we decide to increase p and might apply a refinement of the time grid (depending on the allowed raster time). The resulting bilevel method reads:
Step 1: Initialize control x 0 and duration T 0 with a conventional RF pulse design method, choose p and set n 5 1.
Step 2: Upper level: Choose to delete one time instance t k applying the heuristics for an improved optimizer Equation 11 . Reduce the terminal time to T n <T n21 and warm-start x n 5f ðx n21 ; kÞ.
Step 3: Lower level: Minimize the penalized objective Equation 10 for a fixed terminal time T n by a trust-region semismooth quasi-Newton method until an admissible solution to the inequality constraints Equations 5-9 is found. The resulting control is x n .
Step 4: Decide to increase p, decrease f and/or to refine the time grid. Set n5n11 and repeat from Step 2.
Finally, we present the technical details of the time reduction. At deletion of a time point t k , the current control x n21 is represented on the new time grid x n 5f ðx n21 ; kÞ using a transfer function f that performs a good warm-start for the next lower level optimization. In particular, for maintaining a good slice profile this transfer function distributes the values of G k and the real and imaginary part of B 1;k at the deleted time instance t k symmetrically to the neighboring time instances. While doing so, we fulfill the constraints Equations 7 and 8. For technical details of f we refer to its source code, which we published together with the software (see below). The time point t k to be deleted is chosen based on new heuristics for finding a near global optimizer. We choose the time point that allows the best performance after deletion, warm-start and N g steps of the lower level solver. More precisely, the time t k is determined as the global solution to the optimization problem min m2f1;...;N t n g JðT n ; Qðf ðx n21 ; mÞÞÞ;
where Q is an abstract function that stands for solving the lower level problem with the trust-region semismooth quasiNewton method of Ref. 29 in at most N g iterations. Obviously, a larger N g gives a better minimizer at the end, but increases the runtime of the code. We use N g 50 for fast runs and 10 N g 20 otherwise. Then the global minimizer of this auxiliary problem is computed exactly by total enumeration, or approximately by reusing information from previous upper level steps.
| M ETH ODS

| Simulations and pulse design
To test the general applicability of the proposed design method, we minimized the pulse duration in the test set of 31 cases given by the organizers of the ISMRM Challenge. 28 It contains different problem parameters (ie, MB factor and slice thickness (THK)) and 13 different constraints (ie, B 1 peak, slew rate of Gs, maximum refocusing errors and SAR limits). For the sake of completeness, the most important problem parameters and constraints are repeated below. A full description is given by the ISMRM 2015 challenge homepage and Ref. 28 .
The maximum refocusing error e was set to 0.02 out-ofslice and 0.03 in-slice. For the design of all SMS refocusing pulses we assumed perfect crusher gradients. The space was discretized equidistantly with a resolution d5THK=400. Two different example classes were considered for the optimization, double refocused diffusion and TSE/RARE imaging, each with different problem parameters (see Supporting Information Table S1 ). The global SAR constraint for all cases was set to be SAR max 53:2 W kg 21 . The SAR estimate SAR e used an expected SAR efficiency of a 3T birdcage coil SAR coileff of 0.25 W/kg/lT 2 and the assumed pulse rate f p for the two different scenarios (see Supporting Information Table S1 ). The influence of amplitude constraints on the optimization was analyzed by using three different constraint settings given by actual hardware limits (see Supporting Information Table S2 ).
| Diffusion pulses (DIFF)
This example class asked for refocusing pulses for double refocused diffusion sequences 37 with a small MB factor (3-5) and THK (1-2 mm), see Supporting Information Table  S1 . The number of spatial points N z varied from 2401 (MB 5 3, THK 5 2 mm) to 4801 (MB 5 5, THK 5 1 mm) to define a FOV of 120 mm. The SAR estimate SAR e used a repetition time (TR) of 120 ms with two identical refocusing pulses per repetition, resulting in a pulse rate f p 516:67=s. The phase of the refocusing profile was not considered in the optimization.
| Turbo spin echo pulses
Here the task was to generate SMS refocusing pulses with a large number of simultaneous and thin slices (MB 5 8-14, THK 5 0.5-2 mm, TBP 5 3) for a repeated application in a TSE/RARE based sequence. A phase constraint with a maximal deviation of e p 50:01 radiant from the mean phase per slice was added according to Equation 6 . The bigger FOV of 240 mm resulted in more degrees of freedom in the spatial direction, ranging from 4801 (MB 5 8, THK 5 2 mm) up to 19 201 (MB 5 14, THK 5 0.5 mm). For all TSE cases a turbo factor of 12 and a TR of 220 ms was assumed resulting in a pulse rate f p 554:55=s.
| Implementation
The optimization was in general started from RF and Gs waveforms based on the PINS method. 18 The sub-pulse envelope was computed by the SLR algorithm 33 using d 1 5e =4 (in-slice) and d 2 5e=
ffiffi ffi 2 p (out-of-slice). For s 5 10 ls the initial pulse durations T init ranged from 8.710 ms (MB 5 14, THK 5 2 mm) to 32.42 ms (MB 5 8, THK 50.5 mm), see Tables 1 and 2 .
The optimization method was implemented in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc, Natick, USA). A version of it can be downloaded from https://github.com/rundar/mr.control.
Initially a small penalty exponent p 5 6 was chosen, which was doubled toward the optimum gradually to about 10 3 to 10 4 based on previous experience. 29 The trust-region semismooth quasi-Newton method 29 calibrated and adapted the other parameters in the objective Equation 10 automatically. The time step size was initially set to s 5 10 ls, and gradually decreased by a factor of two as long as the optimizer stayed below 20 000 sampling points. For the challenge we typically chose N g 520 for the auxiliary optimization problem of the best time reduction, and reused the information several times. All calculations were done in parallel on the high-performance-computing-cluster "RADON 1" (RICAM, Linz, Austria) using one node (23 Xeon E5-2630v3 with in total 16 cores and 128 GB of RAM) for each case. Two examples were analyzed and described in more detail. One diffusion case with MB 5 3 and THK51:75 mm and one TSE/RARE case with MB 5 12 and THK 5 1 mm.
| Experiments
To validate the numerical simulations, phantom measurements were performed on a 3T MR scanner (Magnetom Skyra, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) using the transmit/receive body-coil (birdcage). A standard crushed spin echo (SE) sequence was modified to import arbitrary RF and Gs shapes, and to measure the slice profile by changing the phase encoding to the slice direction. We created three SE sequences, nonselective excitation and refocusing, slice-selective MB excitation with nonselective refocusing, and slice-selective MB excitation with optimized slice-selective MB refocusing (applying the proposed optimization method). We implemented two optimized refocusing pulses and slice-selective gradient shapes, both shown in Figure 3 ("scanner 2") , optimized for the hardware constraints that comply with the MR system used. Their durations were T 5 3.38 ms (DIFF MB3) and T 5 5.78 ms (TSE MB12) using a temporal grid of 10 ls equivalent to the gradient raster time of the MR system. The utilized nonselective rectangular block pulses were 0.8 ms long for both, excitation and refocusing. The slice-selective MB excitation pulses were created applying superposition with phase shifted SLR subpulse envelopes 33 The experiments were performed using a spherical phantom with a diameter of 240 mm filled with 0.011 g MACRO-LEX blue per liter MARCOL-oil (T 1 % 200 ms and T 2 % 100 ms). High resolution data were acquired in the transversal plane with a matrix size of 153631536 (1536 phase encoding steps) and a FOV of 3003300 mm resulting in a voxel size of 0:230:2 mm. For both cases we used TR 5 300 ms. The TE was set to 23 ms (DIFF MB3) and 30 ms (TSE MB12) for both the nonselective and optimized SE experiments. The TE of the fully nonselective SE was set to 15.5 ms. All measurements were acquired after a manual shim with a sampling bandwidth of 130 Hz and were repeated five times to compute the median with an increased signal to noise ratio. The experimental data using the optimized slice-selective refocusing were normalized by the fully nonselective SE measurement using a masked noise cut-off of 0.1.
| RES U LTS
Below we present the results of our contribution to the ISMRM challenge. In particular, we show the real-valued RF pulses (B 1;m 2 R for all times) which were submitted for the challenge.
| Simulations
Supporting Information Figure S1 summarizes the numerical results of an optimized diffusion example to refocus five slices with a thickness of 1.25 mm equally distributed over a FOV of 120 mm at a temporal resolution of s50:625 ls. The overall terminal time could be reduced to 2.404 ms, which is a reduction of 86.9% compared to the initial PINS Figure S1 . The second row additionally shows the Gs shape, and the simulated refocusing profile for the whole FOV. A zoomed image in the third row shows, that the profile always remains inside the black error corridor. The last plot shows the phase of each refocusing profile, which was not constrained here. Figure 1 shows the analogous plots, this time for the optimized TSE refocusing (MB12, THK51 mm, FOV5240 mm, s50:625 ls). The optimization was done here without a constraint on the SAR. The pulse duration was reduced by 75% from 12.92 ms to 3.16 ms compared to the initial PINS pulse. Again, the gradient amplitude in the third plot shows a large hump at the beginning and the end, and a small zigzagging in between that remained from the initial PINS pulse. The slice profile fulfills the constraints, with an equiripple error in the out-of-slice region, which can be seen in the zoomed plot in the third row for one slice. The last plot shows the additional phase constraint for the TSE/RARE examples. The refocusing phase is nearly constant per slice, but each slice shows a different mean phase.
A summary for the total pulse duration of the PINS based initial guesses T init compared to the time optimal pulse durations T is given in Table 1 (DIFF) and Table 2 (TSE) . Here, all 31 examples were solved with the SAR constraint. The achieved temporal reduction for the diffusion example is 86.9% (from 18.32 ms to 2.404 ms) and for the TSE example 71% (from 14.21 ms to 4.12 ms). Overall, an average reduction of 87.1% could be achieved for all diffusion cases and 74% for all TSE cases. All 15 DIFF examples show very short pulse durations 2<T<3 ms. More closely, the optimized durations increase slightly with decreasing THK and with increasing MB factor. The SAR constraints of all optimized DIFF examples are not active and do not restrict the temporal reduction. The case with the maximum SAR observed in the optimum was MB 5 4 with THK 5 1 mm and a SAR of 3.16. In contrast, all TSE examples show an active SAR constraint in the optimum that limits a further temporal reduction. As a consequence, TSE examples with small slice thickness show a larger pulse duration of up to 6 ms, and the optimized durations depend mainly on the slice thickness. For example, the RF pulses shown in Figure 2 The last row shows a detail zoom of one slice to see the refocusing profile together with the error corridor (black), and the phase angle arg ðb Figure 3 shows the optimized RF and Gs shapes for one DIFF and one TSE example using three different hardware constraints given in Supporting Information Table S2 . Here, s is set to the minimal gradient raster time of 10 ls of the 3T MR scanner used later in the experimental validation. The computation times (scanner 2) of these pulses are approximately 2 hours (DIFF) and 2.5 hours (TSE) using MPI on the hardware (16 CPU cores) described above.
Next, we investigated the influence of time-invariant B 0 and B 1 inhomogeneities on the two optimized pulses shown in Figure 1 and Supporting Information Figure S1 . Bloch simulations were performed with an off-resonance range of 6200 Hz and a B 1 variation of 75%-125%. The results for the optimized pulses and the corresponding initial PINS pulse are depicted in Supporting Information Figure S2 . Figure 1 and Supporting Information Figure S1 with the initial guess from power independent number of slices (PINS)
F IGUR E 2 Comparison of the optimized results shown in
F IGUR E 3 Optimized RF and Gs shapes for different hardware constraints (shown dotted) summarized in Supporting Information Table S2 (left: ISMRM challenge, middle: scanner 1, right: scanner 2) and a fixed temporal resolution of 10 ls. The upper row shows a DIFF pulse for 3 slices with a thickness of 1.75 mm and the lower row shows a TSE pulse for 12 slices with a thickness of 1 mm F IGUR E 5 Reconstructed experimental spin echo data for DIFF MB 5 3 and TSE MB 5 12 refocusing with a slice thickness of 1.75 mm and 1 mm using a spherical phantom. Two different pairings are used: slice-selective excitation and nonselective refocusing (nonselective), and slice-selective excitation and optimized refocusing (optimized). Row one and three show the median of four individual measurements per curve. Row two, four, and five show a zoom into the slices where the measurement points are additionally plotted (crosses)
F IGUR E 4 Reconstructed experimental spin echo data using a spherical oil phantom. Three different pairings are used: nonselective excitation and refocusing (left), slice-selective MB12 excitation and nonselective refocusing (middle), and slice-selective MB12 excitation and optimized refocusing (right). The intersection is shown in Figure 5 in detail
The optimized results do not change significantly w.r.t. the time resolution of the PINS initial guess or the initialization of the objective parameters, as long as the final time sampling rate is the same. In contrast, a coarser time discretization at the end generally leads to an increased pulse duration. For instance, the shortest diffusion candidate in Figure  3 optimized for a temporal discretization of s 5 10 ls is about 17% longer (T 5 2.61 ms) than the optimized candidate with a temporal discretization of 0.625 ls shown in Table 1 with T 5 2.155 ms. Figure 4 shows the image reconstructions (magnitude) of the three SE experiments using a spherical oil phantom in the above mentioned 3T MR scanner. The optimized refocusing is based on the RF and Gs shapes of Figure 3 ("scanner 2" ). The measured and reconstructed magnitude signal along the blue intersection line is plotted in detail in Figure 5 for the two slice-selective SE experiments. There, the first and third row show the median of the high-resolution DIFF and TSE phantom measurements, whereas the second, fourth, and fifth row display zoomed images of the slices displaying both the median (solid) and the measurements points (crosses). The median is computed out of five individual measurements with minor noise variations. There is a good agreement between the different SE experiments with a small signal reduction for the outermost optimized TSE slices, visible in the lowest right plot of Figure 5 . The larger span in slice direction of the TSE example (240 mm) led to a comparable slice shift for both, the nonselective and optimized refocused data. Figure 6 shows the intersection of the optimized SE experiment (median) normalized by the median of the nonselective SE experiment (shown for TSE in Figure 4 ). This normalization corrects for spatial B 1 transmit/receive and signal variations resulting from the spherical phantom. The normalized data points were compared to the numerical Bloch simulations of the used excitation and optimized refocusing (solid).
| Experiments
| DI S CU S S IO N
In addition to strict hardware and safety constraints, the minimal excitation or refocusing duration is a critical and important parameter. Specifically, in the context of SMS imaging, RF pulses tend to have unacceptable long pulse durations limiting the applications and capabilities of SMS imaging. This work presented a time optimal control method, that, together with constrained optimization, 29 can be applied to drastically reduce the pulse duration of SMS refocusing pulses while still fulfilling the hardware constraints and slice profile accuracy. The methods were tested on the 31 examples of the ISMRM Challenge on RF pulse design. 28 Compared to the given initialization of the ISMRM challenge (conventional superposed frequency shifted candidates for the diffusion cases, PINS for the TSE cases) the sum of the pulse durations for the 31 examples was reduced from 520.4 ms down to 102.4 ms, which is a reduction of 80.3%. The proposed time optimal control method was tested for different problem parameters (Supporting Information Table  S1 ) and constraints (Supporting Information Table S2 ). It robustly delivered pulses that exploit the allowed error bands to significantly shorten the pulse duration. This robustness w.r.t. the parameters and initializations are a consequence of using a trust-region globalization of the Newton-type method in the lower level problem. During the Challenge we tested the optimizer on different initializations computed by frequency shifted superposition, phase modulation and PINS. In all cases the pulses were shortened significantly. The shortest pulse durations were in most cases obtained for PINS based initial pulses, however, other educated guesses may outperform the presented results. We note that different initializations can be tested by the user in the published software.
The simulations of the optimized SMS pulses show accurate refocusing profiles with errors below the prescribed error bounds. Both, the treatment of the control constraints (ie, peak B 1 amplitude and the peak slew rate of Gs) by a semismooth quasi-Newton method and the treatment of the state constraints (profile accuracy, phase constraints, amplitude of Gs) by an L p penalization with an iteratively increased p ! 1 allowed for full exploitation of the inequality constraints. 29 The precise derivative information (exact discrete derivatives using adjoint calculus, second-order method) enabled additional progress in reducing the pulse duration, when many of the constraints were already active. In contrast to the SAR minimization for fixed pulse duration in Ref. 29 the RF amplitude constraint is much more important in the time optimal case. In particular, the optimized controls in Figure 1 and Supporting Information Figure S1 show that (if the SAR and peak gradient constraint are not active) all the constraints are active wherever it is possible, resulting in equiripple error distributions and bang-bang controls. This is a typical behavior of solutions of pure time optimal control problems, and it underlines the local optimality of the presented results. With stronger constraints on the SAR or the peak gradient amplitude, optimized durations increase. In this case the optimal RF amplitude is at its bounds only in certain points during the time interval, see Figure 3 .
In all examples, the pulse duration can be further decreased by a temporal refinement at the cost of an increased computational effort. For example, the diffusion case shown in Figure 3 yielded a minimum pulse duration of 2.61 ms for a typical time grid (s 5 10 ls) and of 2.155 ms after four further refinement steps (s52:5 ls). For the SE measurements the temporal refinement was done only up to the minimal gradient raster time of the particular MR scanner.
All optimized examples are designed and evaluated for a distinct FOV. We would like to mention here that both the PINS initial and optimized pulses create refocusing slices outside the FOV of interest. If this is unacceptable, the use of different initial guesses such as superposition pulses allows to increase the FOV and further restricts the refocusing profiles.
Optimized pulse durations of under 3 ms were observed throughout all diffusion examples, see Table 1 . Here, the SAR was never at its bounds, mainly because of the low pulse rate. The maximum amplitude g max for the Gs amplitude was only reached in 3 of the 15 examples. In contrast, all optimized RF amplitudes and gradient slew rates were at their bounds almost everywhere with small exceptions around the two time points of maximum gradient amplitude.
For the TSE examples, the initial PINS pulses already combine a good refocusing profile with a small RF power that is exploited in the temporal reduction. Due to a higher pulse rate, the SAR constraint has a strong influence on the pulse duration here and is the main limiting factor for the temporal reduction. All 16 cases show an active SAR constraint in the optimum and outperform the initial PINS pulses in terms of the required refocusing duration. For the case given in Figure 1 , the optimizer computes an admissible pulse candidate with a minimal pulse duration of 3.155 ms without a SAR constraint, compared to 4.120 ms with a SAR constraint, see Figure 2 and Table 2 , of 3.2 W kg
21
-a factor of roughly 25%. This results in less exploited RF shape where the RF envelope differs from the block shape of examples without an active power constraint, for example, the DIFF MB5 case shown in Figure 2 . As a consequence of the active SAR constraint, the minimum durations turn out to be independent of the MB factor, see Table 2 . Instead, they mainly depend on the slice thickness.
In total we applied the proposed optimization method to design SMS refocusing pulses with a wide range of MB factors (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) and THK (0.5-2 mm). All optimized pulses show a dramatically reduced pulse duration, on average by 87.1% for the diffusion and by 74.5% for the TSE examples, which allows significant reduction of the minimal TE of both, diffusion and TSE/RARE sequences.
Compared to state-of-the-art minimum duration design methods such as root-flip design, 6 the achieved reduction of the proposed method is still significantly higher. For instance, the DIFF pulse used in the experiment (see Figure  3 ) is 57.4% shorter than a root-flipped pulse (T 5 6.11 ms) designed with equivalent design parameters (512 time-points with s511:93 ls, MB 5 3, TBP 5 4, THK 5 1.75 mm, r max 5 12.5 lT and a refocusing error of 0.02 out-of-slice and 0.03 in-slice).
Comparison of DIFF examples without a distinct phase constraint with the TSE examples designed with a pointwise phase constraint of the refocusing slices revealed that the additional constraint only has a minor effect on the overall pulse duration. Although this is not shown in this work, the phase constraint can obviously be changed to treat all slices at once to comply with the CPMG condition. 38, 39 With the current CPU based MPI implementation the pulses need to be precomputed and provided on the MR scanner. To reduce the current computation time, a speed-up of a factor 31 has been reported by using GPU parallelization. 40 Both optimized SE measurements were in a good accordance with the nonselective refocusing. For comparison of simulated and measured slice profiles, the transmit/receive sensitivity variations and spatial signal differences arising from the used spherical oil phantom were removed by normalization of the measurements with a fully nonselective SE reference scan. Then, comparisons between the normalized slice profiles with optimized refocusing and the Bloch simulations were performed ( Figure 6 ).
In general, rapidly-varying RF pulses can be distorted by the limited bandwidth of the RF system. 41 To reduce this RF distortion, we design real valued RF pulses that are less prone to RF distortions. 42 Additionally, we used a time grid of 10 ls, 400 times the minimal RF duration of 25 ns. Therefore, we do not expect significant alterations of the RF chain on the optimized RF shapes. This is supported by the measured slice profiles. The question, whether time-optimal complex-valued RF pulses can outperform the real-valued ones will be part of future work. For systems with different RF specifications or for the optimization of complex RF pulses, an additional constraint on the RF slew rate, analogous to the presented Gs slew rate constraint, could be included in the optimization. The question arises how the optimized pulses perform in the presence of gradient imperfections. Besides an identical slice shift for both refocusing examples (see Figure 5 ) the slices of the optimized refocusing are attenuated with the distance to the isocenter. After a manual shim there are only minor B 0 inhomogeneities in the phantom and the slice shift mainly results from nonlinear gradients at the boundary of the FOV. The minor signal attenuations of the outermost slices are likely caused by gradient distortions. 43, 44 The inclusion of gradient and amplifier imperfections for different MR systems in the optimization will be future work. An additional gradient echo phase scan (not shown) showed a slightly asymmetric B 0 field that explains spatial signal differences between data from nonselective excitation and data from slice-selective excitation. However, these residual B 0 inhomogeneities are not strong enough to explain the observed signal loss. The robustness of the optimized pulses w.r.t. B 0 and B 1 inhomogeneities was investigated in simulations in comparison to the initial pulses (Supporting Information Figure S2 ). In general, the slice displacement for both optimized cases are lower compared with the initial PINS pulses. This is mainly due to the heavily decreased pulse duration which reduces the B 0 sensitivity. Due to a variable k-space velocity of the optimized examples, the refocusing profiles are thinned out with increasing offresonance, but remain stable below 6100 Hz. In the context of B 1 inhomogeneities, all examples share the principle that the thickness of the refocusing profile is broadened for lower B 1 scaling and thinned out for a higher B 1 scaling similar to other studies. 45 Depending on the application, an inclusion of B 0 /B 1 robustness into the optimization framework will be focus of future work.
| CON CLU S IO NS
The proposed time optimal design method yields optimized SMS refocusing pulses for clinical sequences with very short pulse durations with respect to representative physical constraints given by current scanner hardware. The time optimal refocusing pulses will be beneficial for a broad range of SMS applications such as diffusion and spin echo-based sequences to reduce the echo spacing and increase the signal quality in terms of amplitude and robustness to motion.
